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  Imperfect XML David Paul Megginson,2005 XML projects can fail for all kinds of reasons, from unrealistic overall
goals to mishandled low-level technical decisions. - Fortunately, one of the world's leading XML experts is ready
to show you how to avoid XML pitfalls on your next project. - Megginson offers in this book expert solutions and
problem-solving guidance for virtually any XML project challenge. - You'll discover best practices for planning,
budgeting, scheduling, and managing any XML project: content management, data interchange, legacy integration, or
Web services.--Jacket.
  Electronic government challenges to effective adoption of the Extensible Markup Language. ,2002 This report
responds to the request that GAO review the status of Extensible Markup Language (XML) technology and the
challenges the federal government faces in implementing it. XML is a flexible, nonproprietary set of standards
designed to facilitate the exchange of information among disparate computer systems, using the Internet's
protocols. Specifically, GAO agreed to assess (1) the overall development status of XML standards to determine
whether they are ready for governmentwide use and (2) challenges faced by the federal government in optimizing its
adoption.
  XML Data Mining: Models, Methods, and Applications Tagarelli, Andrea,2011-11-30 The widespread use of XML in
business and scientific databases has prompted the development of methodologies, techniques, and systems for
effectively managing and analyzing XML data. This has increasingly attracted the attention of different research
communities, including database, information retrieval, pattern recognition, and machine learning, from which
several proposals have been offered to address problems in XML data management and knowledge discovery. XML Data
Mining: Models, Methods, and Applications aims to collect knowledge from experts of database, information
retrieval, machine learning, and knowledge management communities in developing models, methods, and systems for
XML data mining. This book addresses key issues and challenges in XML data mining, offering insights into the
various existing solutions and best practices for modeling, processing, analyzing XML data, and for evaluating
performance of XML data mining algorithms and systems.
  Open and Novel Issues in XML Database Applications: Future Directions and Advanced Technologies Pardede,
Eric,2009-04-30 Covers comprehensive issues and challenges discovered through leading international XML database
research.
  XML Data Management Akmal B. Chaudhri,Awais Rashid,Roberto Zicari,2003 In this book, you will find discussions
on the newest native XML databases, along with information on working with XML-enabled relational database
systems. In addition, XML Data Management thoroughly examines benchmarks and analysis techniques for performance
of XML databases. This book is best used by students that are knowledgeable in database technology and are
familiar with XML.
  XML Weekend Crash Course Kay Ethier,Alan Houser,2001-09-29 XML Weekend Crash Course covers the ins and outs of
XML in 30 sessions. Each session is designed to take 30 minutes to complete, so the Crash Course is an intense 15-
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hour learning period. You can complete the Crash Course over a single weekend -- but you can also easily adapt the
Crash Course sessions to whatever schedule best suits your needs.
  Communicating with XML Airi Salminen,Frank Tompa,2012-02-02 This book provides extensive insight into the
possibilities and challenges of XML in building new information management solutions in networked organizations.
After a brief introduction to Web communication features and XML fundamentals, the book examines the benefits of
adopting XML and illustrates various types of XML use: XML in document management; XML for data-centric and
multimedia components; XML as a format for metadata, including metadata for the Semantic Web; and XML in support
of data interchange between software applications and among organizations. The challenges of adopting XML in
large-scale information management are also discussed. In addition, applications across a broad spectrum are
examined and numerous case studies pertaining to the adoption of XML are presented. The book is particularly
suitable for courses offered in Information Studies, Information Systems, or Information Technology. It also
serves as an excellent practical guide for professionals in information management and provides important support
material for courses in Computer Science and in Business.
  Soft Computing in XML Data Management Zongmin Ma,Li Yan,2010-09-07 Being the de-facto standard for data
representation and exchange over the Web, XML (Extensible Markup Language) allows the easy development of
applications that exchange data over the Web. This creates a set of data management requirements involving XML.
XML and related standards have been extensively applied in many business, service, and multimedia applications. As
a result, a large volume of data is managed today directly in XML format. With the wide and in-depth utilization
of XML in diverse application domains, some particularities of data management in concrete applications emerge,
which challenge current XML technology. This is very similar with the situation that some database models and
special database systems have been developed so that databases can satisfy the need of managing diverse data well.
In data- and knowledge- intensive application systems, one of the challenges can be generalized as the need to
handle imprecise and uncertain information in XML data management by applying fuzzy logic, probability, and more
generally soft computing. Currently, two kinds of situations are roughly identified in soft computing for XML data
management: applying soft computing for the intelligent processing of classical XML data; applying soft computing
for the representation and processing of imprecise and uncertain XML data. For the former, soft computing can be
used for flexible query of XML document as well as XML data mining, XML duplicate detection, and so on.
  Overcoming Challenges in Corpus Construction Robbie Love,2020-01-06 This volume offers a critical examination of
the construction of the Spoken British National Corpus 2014 (Spoken BNC2014) and points the way forward toward a
more informed understanding of corpus linguistic methodology more broadly. The book begins by situating the
creation of this second corpus, a compilation of new, publicly-accessible Spoken British English from the 2010s,
within the context of the first, created in 1994, talking through the need to balance backward capability and
optimal practice for today’s users. Chapters subsequently use the Spoken BNC2014 as a focal point around which to
discuss the various considerations taken into account in corpus construction, including design, data collection,
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transcription, and annotation. The volume concludes by reflecting on the successes and limitations of the project,
as well as the broader utility of the corpus in linguistic research, both in current examples and future
possibilities. This exciting new contribution to the literature on linguistic methodology is a valuable resource
for students and researchers in corpus linguistics, applied linguistics, and English language teaching.
  XML Weekend Crash Course Kay Ethier,Alan Houser,2011-02-11 XML Weekend Crash Course covers the ins and outs of
XML in 30 sessions. Each session is designed to take 30 minutes to complete, so the Crash Course is an intense 15-
hour learning period. You can complete the Crash Course over a single weekend -- but you can also easily adapt the
Crash Course sessions to whatever schedule best suits your needs.
  Managing Virtual Web Organizations in the 21st Century: Issues and Challenges Franke, Ulrich J.,2001-07-01 As
the concept and use of virtual organizations grows, it is necessary to gain a better understanding of how the
virtual economy operates. Managing Virtual Web Organizations in the 21st Century: Issues and Challenges provides a
guideline of how to manage virtual organizations, by introducing the concept, explaining the management theories
behind the concept and presenting practical examples of successfully operating virtual organizations.
  Java XML and JSON Jeff Friesen,2019-01-10 Use this guide to master the XML metalanguage and JSON data format
along with significant Java APIs for parsing and creating XML and JSON documents from the Java language. New in
this edition is coverage of Jackson (a JSON processor for Java) and Oracle’s own Java API for JSON processing
(JSON-P), which is a JSON processing API for Java EE that also can be used with Java SE. This new edition of Java
XML and JSON also expands coverage of DOM and XSLT to include additional API content and useful examples. All
examples in this book have been tested under Java 11. In some cases, source code has been simplified to use Java
11’s var language feature. The first six chapters focus on XML along with the SAX, DOM, StAX, XPath, and XSLT
APIs. The remaining six chapters focus on JSON along with the mJson, GSON, JsonPath, Jackson, and JSON-P APIs.
Each chapter ends with select exercises designed to challenge your grasp of the chapter's content. An appendix
provides the answers to these exercises. What You'll LearnMaster the XML language Create, validate, parse, and
transform XML documents Apply Java’s SAX, DOM, StAX, XPath, and XSLT APIs Master the JSON format for serializing
and transmitting data Code against third-party APIs such as Jackson, mJson, Gson, JsonPath Master Oracle’s JSON-P
API in a Java SE context Who This Book Is For Intermediate and advanced Java programmers who are developing
applications that must access data stored in XML or JSON documents. The book also targets developers wanting to
understand the XML language and JSON data format.
  Semantic Web Services Brian Blake,Liliana Cabral,Birgitta König-Ries,Ulrich Küster,David Martin,2012-06-28 Over
the last decade, a great amount of effort and resources have been invested in the development of Semantic Web
Service (SWS) frameworks. Numerous description languages, frameworks, tools, and matchmaking and composition
algorithms have been proposed. Nevertheless, when faced with a real-world problem, it is still very hard to decide
which of these different approaches to use. In this book, the editors present an overall overview and comparison
of the main current evaluation initiatives for SWS. The presentation is divided into four parts, each referring to
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one of the evaluation initiatives. Part I covers the long-established first two tracks of the Semantic Service
Selection (S3) Contest – the OWL-S matchmaker evaluation and the SAWSDL matchmaker evaluation. Part II introduces
the new S3 Jena Geography Dataset (JGD) cross evaluation contest. Part III presents the Semantic Web Service
Challenge. Lastly, Part IV reports on the semantic aspects of the Web Service Challenge. The introduction to each
part provides an overview of the evaluation initiative and overall results for its latest evaluation workshops.
The following chapters in each part, written by the participants, detail their approaches, solutions and lessons
learned. This book is aimed at two different types of readers. Researchers on SWS technology receive an overview
of existing approaches in SWS with a particular focus on evaluation approaches; potential users of SWS
technologies receive a comprehensive summary of the respective strengths and weaknesses of current systems and
thus guidance on factors that play a role in evaluation.
  Bioinformatics Challenges at the Interface of Biology and Computer Science Teresa K. Attwood,Stephen R.
Pettifer,David Thorne,2016-08-26 This innovative book provides a completely fresh exploration of bioinformatics,
investigating its complex interrelationship with biology and computer science. It approaches bioinformatics from a
unique perspective, highlighting interdisciplinary gaps that often trap the unwary. The book considers how the
need for biological databases drove the evolution of bioinformatics; it reviews bioinformatics basics (including
database formats, data-types and current analysis methods), and examines key topics in computer science (including
data-structures, identifiers and algorithms), reflecting on their use and abuse in bioinformatics. Bringing these
disciplines together, this book is an essential read for those who wish to better understand the challenges for
bioinformatics at the interface of biology and computer science, and how to bridge the gaps. It will be an
invaluable resource for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students, and for lecturers, researchers and
professionals with an interest in this fascinating, fast-moving discipline and the knotty problems that surround
it.
  Conceptual Modeling Eric Yu,Gillian Dobbie,Matthias Jarke,Sandeep Purao,2014-10-10 This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 32nd International Conference on Conceptual Modeling, ER 2014, held in Atlanta, GA,
USA. The 23 full and 15 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 80 submissions. Topics of
interest presented and discussed in the conference span the entire spectrum of conceptual modeling including
research and practice in areas such as: data on the web, unstructured data, uncertain and incomplete data, big
data, graphs and networks, privacy and safety, database design, new modeling languages and applications, software
concepts and strategies, patterns and narratives, data management for enterprise architecture, city and urban
applications.
  AI Approaches to the Complexity of Legal Systems - Models and Ethical Challenges for Legal Systems, Legal
Language and Legal Ontologies, Argumentation and Software Agents Monica Palmirani,Ugo Pagallo,Pompeu
Casanovas,Giovanni Sartor,2012-11-28 The inspiring idea of this workshop series, Artificial Intelligence
Approaches to the Complexity of Legal Systems (AICOL), is to develop models of legal knowledge concerning
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organization, structure, and content in order to promote mutual understanding and communication between different
systems and cultures. Complexity and complex systems describe recent developments in AI and law, legal theory,
argumentation, the Semantic Web, and multi-agent systems. Multisystem and multilingual ontologies provide an
important opportunity to integrate different trends of research in AI and law, including comparative legal
studies. Complexity theory, graph theory, game theory, and any other contributions from the mathematical
disciplines can help both to formalize the dynamics of legal systems and to capture relations among norms.
Cognitive science can help the modeling of legal ontology by taking into account not only the formal features of
law but also social behaviour, psychology, and cultural factors. This book is thus meant to support scholars in
different areas of science in sharing knowledge and methodological approaches. This volume collects the
contributions to the workshop's third edition, which took place as part of the 25th IVR congress of Philosophy of
Law and Social Philosophy, held in Frankfurt, Germany, in August 2011. This volume comprises six main parts
devoted to the each of the six topics addressed in the workshop, namely: models for the legal system ethics and
the regulation of ICT, legal knowledge management, legal information for open access, software agent systems in
the legal domain, as well as legal language and legal ontology.
  Challenges and Opportunity with Big Data Lin Zhang,Lei Ren,Fabrice Kordon,2017-08-03 This book presents the
thoroughly refereed and revised post-workshop proceedings of the 19th Monterey Workshop, held in Beijing, China,
in Ocotber 2016. The workshop explored the challenges associated with the Development, Operation and Management of
Large-Scale complex IT Systems. The 18 revised full papers presented were significantly extended and improved by
the insights gained from the productive and lively discussions at the workshop, and the feedback from the post-
workshop peer reviews. 2016 marks the 23rd anniversary for the Monterey Workshop series which started in 1993. For
nearly a quarter of century, the Monterey Workshops have established themselves as an important international
forum to foster, among academia, industry, and government agencies, discussion and exchange of ideas, research
results and experience in developing software intensive systems, and have significantly advanced the field. The
community of the workshop participants has grown to become an influential source of ideas and innovations and its
impact on the knowledge economy has been felt worldwide.
  Digital Libraries: Achievements, Challenges and Opportunities Shigeo Sugimoto,Jane Hunter,Andreas
Rauber,Atsuyuki Morishima,2006-11-10 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International
Conference on Asian Digital Libraries, ICADL 2006, held in Kyoto, Japan in November 2006. The 46 revised full
papers, 14 revised short papers, and 6 poster papers include coverage of information extraction, information
retrieval, metadata, architectures for digital libraries and archives, ontologies, information seeking, cultural
heritage and e-learning.
  The Ins and Outs of XML and DB2 for I5/OS Jarek Miszczyk,Robert Andrews,David Andruchuk,Hernando Bedoya,Emily
Chun,2006 XML represents a fundamental change in computing. It allows applications to move away from proprietary
file and data formats to a world of open data interchange. XML has become ubiquitous not only because of its range
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of applications, but also because of its ease of use. Although XML solves many problems by providing a standard
format for data interchange, some challenges remain. In the real world, applications need reliable services to
store, retrieve, and manipulate data. These services have traditionally been offered by DB2 for i5/OS. In this IBM
Redbooks publication, we discuss the challenges of representing XML hierarchies in the relational database model.
We provide an in-depth explanation of the three most popular approaches to bridge the hierarchy, the relational
model dichotomy: Programmatically process the XML documents and map their hierarchy into a relational database.
Use database middleware to handle the XML parsing and XML-to-relational database mapping. Use Extensible
Stylesheet Language (XSL) Transformation to transform inbound XML documents directly to SQL scripts. We also share
best practices and techniques aimed at streamlining the XML and DB2 for i5/OS integration. Please note that the
additional material referenced in the text is not available from IBM.
  Comparative Evaluation of XML Information Retrieval Systems Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval
(Project). International Workshop,Norbert Fuhr,Mounia Lalmas,Andrew Trotman,2007-08-22 This book constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 5th International Workshop of the Initiative for the Evaluation of XML
Retrieval, INEX 2006, held at Dagstuhl Castle, Germany, in December 2006. The papers are organized in topical
sections on methodology and seven additional tracks on ad-hoc, natural language processing, heterogeneous
collection, multimedia, interactive, use case, as well as document mining.
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